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Summary

It has been shown through the present investigation that in case of
multi-auxiliary variables, estimates based on geometric mean and
harmonic mean are less biased than OI kin's estimate based on
arithmetic mean under certain conditions usually satisfied in
practice. However, the mean square error of these estimates are
the same up to 0(h"'). ^

1. Introduction

Olkin [3] has considered the use of multi-auxiliary variables,
positively correlated with the variable under study to build up
a multi-variate ratio estimatorof the population mean T. This
estimator is eflScient under certain conditions Msually found in
practice.

Olkin's estimator is based on the weighted arithmetic mean
of rial's and is given by

Pap = S Wt n ...(1.1)
1 = 1

p

where {i)w,'s are weights such thatS ^<=1, (if)-^<'5 are the popu

lation means of the auxiliary variables and are as^sumed to be
known and {Hi) ri=PIXi, y and xCs are the satmplc means of the
study variable Yand the auxiliary variables Xi's respectively

* Present Address : Department of Statistics, Utkal University,
Bhubaneswar-4.
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based on . a simple random sample of size « drawn without
replacement from a population of size N.

Following Olkin's estimator, several other estimators using
multi-aijxiliary variables have been proposed, in recent years.
Singh[7], has extended Olkin's estimator to the case where auxi
liary variables are negatively correlated with the variable under
study. Srivastava [9], and Rao and Mudholkar [5] have given
estimates, where some of the characters are positively and others
are negatively correlated with the character under study. Raj
[4], Shukla [6], Srivastava [10] and John [1], have considered
several Olkin-type eastimators which are linear combinations
of the eastimators based on each auxiliary character separately.
Singh [8] has given the ratio-cum-product estimator and
Mohanty [2] hds given regression-cum-ratio eastimator using
multi-auxiliary variables. The main objective of presenting
these estimators are to reduce the biases and mean square
errors.

In this paper we have suggested two alternative eastimators
based on geometric mean and harmonic mean. These esti
mators are

(ri ro-i ...(1.2)
(=1

p

and yi,p=

p

n Xi /
...(1.3)

such that .
; = 1

These estimators arc based on the assumptions that the
auxiliary characters are positively correlated with Y.

Let Pp be the correlation coefficient between Xi and Xj {i¥=j)
and Pui be the correlation coefficient between Y and Xi,

{N-lU I, (Y-yy,
t=l

1=1

and ;==l, 2. 3, .
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Similarly C^i and C« are defined.

Further, let ^'=(^1, W2, •••, Wp), C=[Cij]pxi„

C '={Coi, Coi. Cop) and e be a (pxi) vector of elements as
-0

one.

2. Bias and Mean Square Error of the Estimates.

Let eo=iy~^)l^ ei={M—Xi)IXi, i=l, 2, •••, p-
Using Taylor's series expansion under the usual assumption
we obtain,

r

WiLl + C^o-eO+Cef-^ eo) + {ea
j-=l

+{et-ele,)+ ... ] -(2.1)

ygp—7 n[1 +^0 —(e»+ei ^
1= 1

>v<(I +>vi) (2+)V<) (e3+e?e„) + ...1 ...(2.2) ' V-
6

and

p' P ^
>'r,p=T[l + £o—S Wi «—Wi ei eo+(Ij Wi ei)^+(2.j vvv ei)^eo

/=l 1=] 1=1 '^=1

p P P i
- (2 Vfi e»)®-- (S Wi eiY eo+(S wi eiy+ •••]

i=l 1= 1 1=1
...(2.3)

To calculate the bias and mean square error, we have consi
dered only the terms involving powers up to second degree as
the calculations becomc very much complicated when higher
order terms are considered.

Thus, from (2.1), (2.2) and (2.3), the biases and mean
square errors of the estimates up to 0 (l/«) are obtained as
follows :

5 ()'op)=ey[Ij Wi S w. Cot] ...(2.4)
1=1 i—l
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B{ysp)=6Y Y TiWi (wi+l) Wi Wj Cij
'•==1 i<j

P

-Ti Wi Cod ...(2.5)
i = l

B()'/,;;)=eF(2^, H'f C?-f2 SSvci Wi Cij-Yi Wi Coi] ...(2.6)
i=\ i>j ,=.1

and MSE (yj=mSE (y.^)=MSE (y,.,)

-97^[Cl+i^ wf Cf-2 f mCoi+2 LL wi C«]
'=I /=1 i<j

= 6y^[Co-i-w'Cw —2w'Cq]^ ...(^2.7)

where 6=1 —-^V
\ n N )

From this we note that mean square errors of these esti
mates are the same where as biases are different.

It is well known that in univariate case the usual ratio
estimator yn tor the r'th auxiliary variable is superior to the
mean per unit estimator y, when

~''Poi>i. ...(2,8)Ci

Comparing the variance ofy(=eT^ ^^o) with the mean square
' error given in (2.7), we note that the ratio estimator given

in (I.I), (1.2) and (1.3) are more eflScient than y, when

w' C*

-...(2.9)

3. Comparison of Biases.

Biases may be either positive of negative. So, for the
comparison purpose, we have compared the absolute biases of
the estimates when these are more efficient than y. The bias
of the estimate is smaller than that of y^p when

I I >5(j>„) I . • ...(3.1),
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Squaring and simplifying (3.1), we observe that, bias of .Vgp
is less than that of Vap if

"T vw Wj Ctj+^ Wi Q —2^ IVi Coi
L 2 ,=1 ,<y / ,=1 /=1

X S M'i Cf S vv? Cj —S S Wi Wj Ci}
^ ,=1 ^ (=1 i<J

-'Cww

>0.

...(3.2)

Thus above inequality is true when both the factors are
either positive or negative. The first factor of (3.2) i.e.

4- S WCf + Idlj w« Wj Cij+^ M'i Cf —2 ^ Wi Cot2 ,<y ^ /=1 /=I

is positive, when (using 2.9)

twiC'i
'=i— >1. -(3.3)

w Cw 3

Similarly, it can be shown that the second factor of(3.2) is
also positive when •

S Wi cf
'=^ >1. ...(3.4)

When both the factors of (3.2) are negative, the sign of
inequalities of (3.3) and (3.4) are just reversed.

Further, comparing the square of the biases of ygp and yi,p,
we find that, fgp is more biased than Hp when the inequalities
(2.9) and (3.4) hold good.

Hence, we may conclude that under the situations where
and j>,,p are more efiicient than y and the relation (3.4)

or

S ivi
'=1 1

w'Cw 3

is satisfied, the biases of the estimates satisfy the relation

IW< I-B(y.p) l< I 1•

V-
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Usually the weights wi's are so ehosen so as to minimise the
mean square error of an esitimator subject to the condition
p

S ^1=1.
1=1

Following the procedure used by Olkin [3], for deter
mination of optimum weights it can be established that

H'=C-^ C'-
e'C-

-'-I

e /
...(3.6)

Comparison of the biases using these optimum weights given
by (3.6) is very cumbersome as it involves complicated matrices.
For making comparison easier, let us assume C,= C, p(,i=Po and
Py=P for r,7—I, 2, ,P. Under these assumptions the opti
mum weights are uniform and equal to \jp. Substituting these
values in (2.9), we note that the estimate based on arithmetic
mean, geometric mean and harmonic mean are more efficient
than y when,

PPo
! +(/>-DP c^^- ...(3.7)

4. Illustrations

The first part of this section deals with the illustration of the
methodology using a natural population. The second part deals
with the study of the efficiencies of the estimates based on.all
possible samples, for which we have considered one natural and
one artificial population.

(a) The data of the natural population reported by Shukla
[6] relate to the 50 sunhemp plants sown at Sunhemp
Research Station, Pratapgarh in the year 1965-66. The three
characters Y,^ Xi and Z2 are yield of fiber per plant, base
diameter and plant weight respectively.

The following population values are available :

y=2.584, ^1=0.808, Z2=0.708

/ 0.08664
and C=

\

0.02340

0.0 i 705

0.06952

0 03807

0,11695 /,
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Biases and mean square errors of different estimators under
comparison, based on the above data, are given in Table 4.1.

TABLE—4.1

Estimator
Auxiliary 'yariate

used r
Bias::-

•i . -er:..,.!

• 'AMSE

• -.eF--

.1, Mean per unit y ' none 0 0.08664

2. Ratio 5?^ X
iEi

0.00635 0.05689

3. Ratio
• • Xi •

-

0.0474J 0.06455

4; Olkin foD Xi&Xi • 0.01698 0.04600

5. Suggested ygj, X, &X2 0.00987 0.04600.

6. Suggested Xi&X^ 0.00275 0;046C0

7.

(Shukla. 1966)

Xi Sc Xa 0.00276, ' 0.0460b ,

8.
, i'l

(Singh, 1967 b)

Xi&X, 0.07915 011094

. Fi-bm the given example It is seen that the multivariate ratio
estimate based on harmonic mean is the least biased. However
the mean square errors of yap, ygp, yiip and ysg are the same and
also there is considerable reduction in the mean square eriror.of
these estimators from the simple ratio estimator (using or; A2)
and mean per unit estimator y as the conditions given in, (2.9)
and (3.4) are satisfied. ^

(b) the data of the first population relate to th'ree, characters,
area under wheatin 1977 {Y), total cultivated are in 1974 (Zi)
and area under wheat in 1976 (X2) in hectare of six villages.
The values of (F, Xi & Xz) are (79, 337, 78), (27,186,45), (249,
604, 238), (85, 701, 92), (221, 524, 247) and (133, 571, 134).

The secood population, is an artificial population consists of
five units having values of (Y, X\ & Xz) as (2, 4, 3), (2, 7, 4),
(6, 7, 5), (9, 8, 5) and (13, 10,6).

'V
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The exact values of biases and mean square errors of diffe
rent estimators under, comparison are given, in Table 4.2 for
sample of size 2.

TABLE 4.2 .

Auxiliary
Population —1 Population—2

Eastimator Variate
Used

Bias MSE Bias MSE

1. Mean per unit y none 0 2510.222 0 5.610

2. Ratio 0.321 1709.191 0.189 2.051

3. Ratio 1.414 82.468 . 0.184 2.498

4. yap A-jA A-, 1.423 81.817 0.194 1.875

5. Xi&Xi 1.369 81.393 0.170 1.841

6. yhp & Xi 1.305 80.866 0.143 1.823

yns 1.672 91.397 0.184 3.243

^RP- X^SlX, 3.762 855.868 0.290 1.973

From Table 4.2 it is seen that y;,p is more efficient than other
estimators under comparison for both the populations. In
populations 2, y,,p is the least biased where as in population-1
only ratio estimator using X\ as an auxilary variable is less
biased than

From ihe abave illustrations we note that yup is less biased
and more efficient than Vgp, Vrs and yRP. Hence, we may
conclude that when more than one auxiliary variables are used
for estimating the population parameters, it is better to use Vhp
as an estimate.
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